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Abstract
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Amyloid formation and deposition of immunoglobulin light-chain proteins in systemic
amyloidosis (AL) cause major organ failures. While the κ light-chain is dominant (λ/κ=1:2) in
healthy individuals, λ is highly overrepresented (λ/κ=3:1) in AL patients. The structural basis of
the amyloid formation and the sequence preference are unknown. We examined the correlation
between sequence and structural stability of dimeric variable domains of immunoglobulin light
chains using molecular dynamics simulations of 24 representative dimer interfaces, followed by
energy evaluation of conformational ensembles for 23 AL patients’ light chain sequences. We
identified a stable interface with displaced N-terminal residues, provides the structural basis for
AL protein fibrils formation. Proline isomerization may cause the N-terminus to adopt amyloidprone conformations. We found that λ light-chains prefer misfolded dimer conformation, while κ
chain structures are stabilized by a natively folded dimer. Our study may facilitate structure-based
small molecule and antibody design to inhibit AL.
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1. Introduction
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As a protein misfolding disease, systemic light chain amyloidosis (AL) is characterized by
extracellular deposition of immunoglobulin light chain (LC) aggregates of amyloid
fibrils[1]. Without effective treatment, amyloid fibrils resulting from over-production [1] and
abnormal somatic mutations in immunoglobulin light chains[2–4] cause heart, kidneys, liver,
spleen, and peripheral nerves failures[5]. Both types of LC, κ and λ, are in the pathogenic
aggregates[6–10]. While the κ chain is dominant (λ/κ=1:2) in healthy individuals, λ is
highly overrepresented (λ/κ=3:1) in AL patients[11]. Full length LC contains two subdomains, constant (CL) and variable (VL). VL is found in amyloid deposits in over 80% of
AL patients[12]. Here we ask (1) why are λ chains highly prone to amyloid formation; (2)
what are the structural characteristic of the AL amyloid fibril; and (3) how can we prevent or
reverse the light chains amyloid formation. Perturbation of stable folded protein appears the
first step in misfolding and amyloid formation.
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Most amyloid fibrils are made up of N-terminal fragments corresponding to the variable
domain, indicating that proteolysis cuts off the constant domain and subsequent
destabilization may trigger amyloid formation[13]. Like most amyloidogenic proteins,
immunoglobulin light chains are sensitive to mutations, a major factor in the loss of stability
and increased amyloidogenicity[14, 15]. Unlike other amyloidogenic proteins, every patient
may have different LC sequence due to somatic recombination of immunoglobulins. In vitro
aggregates suggest that proteins derived from patients with different light chain may follow
different aggregation pathways[16]. Thus, finding a common mechanism for light chain
amyloidosis within the framework of hundreds of sequences of both κ and λ chains is
challenging[17]. Interestingly, somatic hypermutations on the complementarity determining
regions (CDRs) of VL do not significantly affect the monomeric structure of light chains,
and the locations of these mutations are more important than the number of the
mutations[18, 19]. Numerous studies focused on identification of key residues which initiate
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amyloid formation, from either the sequence or structural standpoint. However, the
responsible AL "hot spots" have not been identified.
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Most crystal structures of VL in amyloidogenic AL are dimeric, providing important
information about LC polymerization[14, 20–29]. The dimeric crystal interfaces fall into
three categories: canonical dimers, non-canonical dimers and dimers with partially
misfolded protomers. Based on these, protomers can be classified into misfolded or folded.
In canonical dimer interfaces, the two monomers are folded and their packing interface is
native-like as between Fab’s VL and VH domains. In non-canonical dimer interfaces, the
two monomers are folded, but with non-native packing interfaces. In interfaces of partially
misfolded protomers, such as domain-swapped interfaces[23, 30], the protomers are partially
unfolded. The C-terminal of one monomer is swapped, forming intermolecular β-sheet with
the other. Recently solid-state NMR spectroscopy revealed that the most of the sequence of
AL-09 VL is immobilized in the fibrils and that the N- and C-terminal portions are wellstructured[31]. Fragments from other light chain regions can also form tight hydrophobic
interactions [32].
The involvement of N-terminal residues in AL amyloid fibrils has been delineated by AL
amyloid fibril-antibody interaction[33]. The antibody 11-1F4 can target N-terminal 1–18
residues of the AL protein; however, the epitope is linear and discrete. This antibody can
recognize AL deposits; but not the free antibody light chains. Interestingly, 11-1F4 can also
target Aβ 1-40 or Aβ 1-42 although Aβ shared limited sequence similarity with AL
proteins[34]. This suggests it recognizes structural rather than sequence motif. As the βstrand-turn-β-strand U-shape motif is common among β sheet arrangement in Aβ amyloids,
it is likely that AL fibril also share this motif.
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Currently, treatments of systemic light chain amyloidosis aim to reduce or eliminate
amyloidogenic immunoglobulin light chain cell clones[35]. While there is no approved drug
that directly inhibits or reverses the amyloid, small molecules and antibodies that target them
are actively studied; and the 11-1F4 antibody is already in phase 1 clinical trials [36].
However, lack of light chain fibril structural information hampers understanding of AL
amyloid formation and drug design.
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Here, we systematically examined the correlation of sequence variation and structural
stabilities of dimeric variable domains of immunoglobulin light chains. We simulated six
types of dimer interfaces, including three crystal dimers with folded protomers and three
dimers with misfolded protomers. With four different sequences for each of the six
structures, a total of 24 structure/sequence combinations were examined using molecular
dynamics simulations. Based on the extensive samplings of the conformations generated by
the simulations, we mapped 27 patients’ sequences (15 λ and 12 κ) onto these six interfaces
to investigate the energy profiles considering sequence and structural preferences. The
energy profiles indicated a sequence-dependent dimer preference. For κ AL, all twelve
sequences preferred a non-canonical interface with the folded protomers. For λ AL, the 15
sequences showed preference in five dimer interfaces except the canonical interface, while
dimers with misfolded protomers seem more favored (9 out of 15). Further energy
evaluation of the native and two misfolded protomers suggested that the native protomer has
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the lowest energy while the partially misfolded protomer presented a lower energy than the
domain-swapped protomer. Interestingly, the energy gap between a partially misfolded and
native protomer in κ ALs is higher than that in λ ALs. Our study suggested that λ protomers
are more prone to unfold and aggregate than κ protomers, explaining why λ ALs are more
common than κ ALs in AL patients.

2. Results
2.1. Proline 8 isomerization may control AL dimer association

Author Manuscript

Dimer interfaces from available crystal structures (PDB code: 1bre, 1bww, 1pq1, 1rei, 2kqn,
2q20, 5c9k, 4aix, and 4unt) were extracted and superimposed by Chimera[37]. Most of these
crystal structures have only one dimer in the unit cell while some unit cells contain multiple
dimers, i.e. 1bre, 4aix, 4unt. We extracted these multiple interfaces into separate independent
ones. Thus, there are 17 dimer interfaces, and 10 of these have very similar packing to the
canonical dimer interface (Fig. 1a) of 1rei[26]. It has been argued that canonical VL dimers
mimic the non-pathological conformation of physiologically native Fab antigen-binding
domains, thus may not form amyloid fibers prior to a structural rearrangement[23]. Other 5
interfaces maintain the well folded monomer structure, with different overall packing
compared with the canonical dimer interfaces. We name these non-canonical dimer
interfaces (Fig. 1a).
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Domain-swapping was proposed as one possible mechanism in light chain amyloid
formation[23, 38]. The amyloidogenic mcg mutant protein (PDB: 4unt) forms domainswapped dimer (Fig. 1a), in which the C-terminal tail of one protomer swaps into another
protomer and forms integrated intermolecular β-strands[23]. Another similar domainswapped dimer of immunoglobulin light-chain-like domain, CTLA-4 was suggested as the
molecular basis for immunoglobulin domain aggregation[38]. Interestingly, CTLA-4
domain-swapped dimer displays cis–trans proline isomerization. Proline isomerization may
be the rate controlling step in protein folding[39, 40], particularly in antibodies and other
immunoglobulin-like β-sandwich proteins[41–43]. Human β2-microglobulin (β2m)
amyloids also involve proline isomerization[44, 45].
Proline isomerization may also play an important role in AL amyloid formation. Early on, it
was noticed that two cis-prolines (Pro8 and Pro95) in the Bence-Jones protein (the protein
involved in systemic light chain amyloidosis) the cis-pro-bend characterizes the stable light
chain fold[26]. With cis-trans switch, Pro95 at a hinge position can trigger a domainswapped dimer. Pro8 is conserved (100%) among κ AL sequences and many λ sequences as
well. While κ Pro8 is mostly cis-proline, the corresponding λ proline can undergo transition.
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Loop flip at Pro8 was previously proposed to lead to a β-sheet conformation by inserting
residues 1–7 into the β-strands between residue 9–15 and 16–26[33]. However, we found
that there is not enough space between these residues to allow the insertion. Considering that
the 11-1F4 antibody can recognize LC amyloid around residues 1–18 and the antibody
11-1F1 have cross reactivity with Aβ1-40 or Aβ1-42 fibrils[34], a classic Aβ-like β-strandturn-β-strand U-turn structure can be formed with Pro8 isomerization and a subsequent loop
flip (Fig. 1b). In this loop flip monomer, residues 1 to 6 form intra-molecular parallel β-
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sheet with residues 16 to 24, with Ser7 and Pro8 on the turn region (Fig. 1b). Indeed,
flipping the U-turn structure into the 1bre dimer interface revealed that the interface is
compatible with the U-turn monomer structure. We investigated 8 possible dimer interfaces
containing at least one loop-flipped protomer (Fig. S1 and Table S1) with the constraints that
AL residues 1–18 form a compact epitope that can be recognized by antibody (like11-1F4).
The simulations identified two stable conformers (Fig. 1c). In "loopflip-1" model, Pro8 is
still in cis conformation, residues 1 to 6 of the misfolded protomer form an inter-molecular
parallel β-sheet with residue 9 to 14 from the neighboring folded protomer. In the
"loopflip-2" model, pro8 flips to trans, and residues 1–6 of the misfolded protomer form an
inter-molecular anti-parallel β-sheet with residue 9–14 from the neighboring folded
protomer.
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2.2. AL dimeric association is sequence-dependent
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Among these 17 interfaces, we focused on structures with multiple dimer interfaces as these
may represent the AL fibril structure. Among them, we selected 1bre, 4aix, and 4unt as
representative crystal structures for canonical (1bre), non-canonical (4aix), and domain
swapped-dimers (4unt). 1bre structure contains one canonical dimer interface and additional
intermolecular β-strands between monomers. The intermolecular β-strand is characteristic of
amyloid fibrils[46], and this dimer interface is possible for folded LC monomers. We
selected the 1bre dimer (1bre-2) for a β-sheet extension mechanism of folded monomers in
AL. Two loop-flip U-turn dimer structures are also included to test sequence dependence.
While these tested interfaces may not exhaustively represent the vast conformational spaces
potentially involved in the AL fibril formation. In addition, crystallization conditions such as
solvent, pH, temperature, and ionization strength will significantly affect the folding and
polymerization states of crystal structures. Nevertheless, our screen of 17 dimer interfaces in
crystal structures (PDB code: 1bre, 1bww, 1pq1, 1rei, 2kqn, 2q20, 5c9k, 4aix, and 4unt)
found the protein-protein interactions in the LC dimer are restricted by characteristic shapes
and sequences in the immunoglobulin folds. For each of the selected six dimer structures, we
systematically modeled four LC sequences (1bre, 4aix, 4unt, and 4unu), leading to 24
unique dimer systems. For each of the twenty-four, to sufficiently sample the local potential
conformational space, we run 100 ns MD simulations in explicit water to examine their
energies and structural stabilities. Therefore, our simulations focus on the sampling relevant
dimerization states that could lead to LC polymerization.
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RMSDs analysis (Fig. S2) showed that most of the 24 systems reach equilibrium after ~50
ns MD simulations. In most of the systems, the two protomers are well associated, though
there is structure reorientation in some, e.g. loopflip-1 interface. However, the domainswapping mcg mutant protein sequence is only compatible with its native domain-swapped
structure (PDB: 4unt); all other three structures modelled using the mcg mutant protein
sequence disassociated during our simulations. However, other LC sequences are compatible
with the domain-swapped dimer structure. Generally, domain-swapped dimers have larger
total contact surface area (Table 1). The interface areas ΔSASA of the domain-swapped
dimers are approximately three times larger than other dimers. The numbers of
intermolecular hydrogen bonds, hydrophobic contacts, and salt bridges in domain-swapped
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dimers are the largest among the four dimer interfaces. Domain-swapped dimers are more
flexible due to non-rigid strands connecting two domains. We performed the cluster analysis
on all the 24 dimer systems (Fig. 2). For most of the systems, the dimers have only one
dominant conformation cluster (backbone RMSD < 5Å), while for the domain-swapped
interfaces, more than 80% of the structures are in one dominant cluster and for the loopflip-1
interfaces, more than 50% of the structures are in one dominant cluster.
Dimeric structural flexibilities are sequence-dependent. The RMSFs (Fig. S3) showed six
peaks corresponding to the six loops in LC. The CDR3 loop (residue 95–102) near the Cterminal showed larger fluctuation in the interface of 1bre1 and 1bre2 than 4unu and
4unt_dw. The 24 systems indicated that both sequence and dimer packing influence the
secondary structure (Fig. S4). In most dimeric structures, the 1BRE sequence adopts more β
structure than 4AIX and 4UNT sequences.
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We studied the differential conservation between λ and κ sequences with respect to interface
preference (Table 2, and Fig. S5). On the 1bre2 interface, Ser9-Ile21 is highly conserved
among the κ sequences while in the λ sequences, Ser9 and Val15 are mutated to proline,
which undermined the intermolecular β-strand. Sequence variation between λ and κ may
explain the 1bre2 interface preference of κ.
Thr106-Leu111 are more conserved in the κ than in the λ sequences. On the CDR3 loop,
both λ and κ sequences showed high diversity, however, there is a conserved proline on site
95 of κ sequences (mostly in cis-conformation). Pro80 is highly conserved in κ but not in λ
sequences. The two prolines are on the loop and maintained the secondary structure of the βsheets in κ sequences while their mutations undermine the stability of the VL protomer and
thus increase the possibility of its unfolding.
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Overall, our simulations (with cumulative 2.4 µs) of the twenty-four systems indicated that
while the crystal dimer structures prefer their native sequences in which the protein is
crystalized, the newly found dimer structure with loop-flipped monomer structure could be a
candidate for LC polymerization. Amyloid growth along the fibril axis may consist of
alternation of loop-flipped and native canonical interface. Among the VL protein structures
with more than one interfaces, the canonical interface is always present[20, 23, 24] although
the energy indicates that this interface is not the most favorable compared with the domainswapped and 1bre-2 interfaces. However, the domain-swapped and 1bre-2 interfaces always
have higher energies in both Vλ and Vκ sequences. Superimposing the 1bre and 4unt
complex structures indicated that both complexes shared the canonical dimer interface (Fig.
3a). Thus, an organized structure requires the canonical interface for fibril extension.
Interface residues and multiple alignment analysis suggested that canonical dimer contact
interface residues 38–55 are conserved, suggesting that AL fibrils contain at least two dimer
interfaces: misfolded and the canonical dimer interfaces of both λ and κ chains. In this
growth mechanism, a misfolded loop-flipped monomer can recruit a native monomer for
amyloid formation (Fig. 3b), indicating the sensitivity of amyloid formation. The diameter
of the modeled fibril is ~2.5nm (Fig. 3b), which agrees with the experimental data[47].
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2.3. κ sequences have higher unfolding energies and are stabilized by native dimer
interface
Amyloid structures of AL patients are still a mystery. We selected 23 LC sequences (11 κ
and 12 λ sequences) from more than 100 AL patients LC sequences to examine their dimer
structure preference (Fig. 4a). To examine the structural preferences of the LC sequences
found in AL patients, we mapped the 23 sequences onto the conformation ensemble library
generated from our 2.4 µs MD simulations of the six representative interfaces. The criteria
for the 23 sequences selection were similar sequence length as in the conformation ensemble
library, with a maximum of two residues gap (deletion) to minimize structural perturbation
during homology modeling.
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Overall, the AL patients’ sequences have different relative stabilities (Fig. 5), consistent with
earlier finding that proteins derived from AL patients might follow different aggregation
pathways[16]. However, we see a trend where λ sequences prefer misfolded interfaces
(loop-flipped and domain-swapped interfaces) while κ sequences prefer one of the native
dimer interface 1bre-2. The canonical and non-canonical 4unu dimer interface are not
preferred with most sequences. For comparison, in all λ structures, Pro8 were switched to
trans-conformation by homology modeling, while κ sequences have both cis- and transPro8. The results indicated that the trans-conformations are overall more stable than cisproline conformers.
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The first step in formation of an amyloidogenic interface is perturbation of the folded
monomer to a misfolded conformation. To evaluate the relative stabilities of the folded and
unfolded monomers, we simulate and evaluate the conformational energies of the folded
monomer, partially misfolded monomer and the C-terminus flipped (pre-domain swapping)
monomer. As expected, RMSDs and cluster analysis suggest that the C-terminus flipped
monomer (from the domain-swapped dimer) has the largest structural variation (Fig. S6–S8).
We then map all the 23 AL sequences onto the three monomeric conformational ensembles.
Except the designed domain-swapped sequence (4UNT), all sequences encounter energy
barriers to form misfolded monomers (Fig. 6). On average, the loop-flipped monomer (42.7
kcal/mol in κ sequences and 38.2 kcal/mol in λ sequences) has higher energy than the native
monomer. The domain-swapped protomer showed higher energy than the native protomer,
with 70.6 kcal/mol in κ sequences and 75.6 kcal/mol in λ sequences. Clearly, the λ
sequences form the loop-flipped monomer, a precursor for further amyloidogenic
oligomerization, more easily.
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3. Discussion
Fibers in systemic light chain amyloidosis mainly consist of immunoglobulin light chains.
Besides the fibrillar aggregates, the light chain can be also deposited in amorphous, dense
granular bodies (LCDD)[13, 48–50]. This suggested that, the interactions between light
chain protomers is potentially polymorphic. Numerous interfaces between AL proteins have
been identified [20–27], confirming the polymorphic nature of AL deposits. Most dimer
interfaces are derived from intact VL monomer structures, but misfolded monomers
contribute to domain-swapped dimers[23].
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Epitope mapping indicates that the mAb 11-1F4 binding site is contained within the first (Nterminal) 18 amino acids of AL proteins and residues of 1–4 and 13–18 are mainly in the
epitope recognized by this antibody[33, 51]. Pro8 is the crucial and conserved residue whose
mutation causes dramatic binding affinity loss. These results suggested that N-terminal
residues of 1–4, 8, and 13–18 are in proximity and lead to the loop-flipped protomer, in
which N-terminal residues of 1–4 and 13–18 form β-strands. The important role of the Nterminal residues in light chain amyloidosis resembles another amyloidogenic
immunoglobulin: β2-microglobulin which is involved in type 2 diabetes. A small
perturbation of a folded β2-microglobulin can generate certain conformations that can act as
templates. Domain opening of β2-microglobulin was observed in early molecular dynamics
simulations, even when the disulfide bond was left intact[52]. Deletion of the first six β2microglobulin residues can shift the equilibrium toward amyloidogenic conformations,
which can serve as templates to select (catalyze) amyloid formation by wild-type β2microglobulin[53]. Proline cis-trans isomerization may also accelerate conformational
changes of β2-microglobulin[54].
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Sequence based analysis of key amyloidogenic residues showed that in specific secondary
structure elements, there are significant differences in the number of non-conserved
mutations between non-amyloidogenic sequences and AL sequences[19]. In AL, λ is
overrepresented (3:1) as compared to healthy individuals (λ:κ=1:2)[11]. Poshusta et al.
reported that for the total 50κ and 91λ AL sequences from the patients, AL Vλ sequences
have more non-conserved mutations than AL Vκ sequences[19]. Moreover, the locations of
the non-conserved mutation hot spots distributed differently between Vλ and Vκ sequences.
For example, Vλ sequences are 1.4 and 3.3 times more likely to have non-conserved
mutations than AL Vκ sequences on CDR3, strand A and strand G. This mutation
preference suggested that Vλ and Vκ monomer stabilities differ while having similar
interfaces for polymerization. Consistently, our energy analysis of AL protomers showed
that Vλ sequences showed a smaller energy gap between the native state and the misfolded
state. The larger number of non-conserved mutations in Vλ sequences could be the result of
the smaller energy gap.
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The combination of monomer destabilization and misfolded dimer stabilization of the lightchain have also been identified in other systems [24, 55]. It was reported that a single
mutation can cause normal VL protein to form AL protein aggregates. For example, P7S at
the sheet switch region induced conformational changes which lead to λ6 light-chain
fibrillogenesis. A salt bridge between R61 and D82 of Bence-Jones protein REI (κ chain) is
critical to prevent the REI protein from aggregating. Several mutations on these two sites
cause 1REI VL to form either amorphous aggregates or fibrils. Moreover, in silico study
suggested that these mutations do not only destabilize the native dimer interface by
increasing exposure of certain hydrophobic residues, but also shift the monomers from
native structures to amyloid-like structures[56, 57].
Our energy evaluation suggested that different dimer preferences for Vλ and Vκ sequences.
Firstly, this result suggests that interfaces with misfolded protomers are preferred by Vλ
sequences. Secondly, Vκ sequences preferred a non-canonical interface with an
intermolecular β-strands on the N-terminal. This interface was proposed by Schormann et al
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as an amyloidogenic interface. As the interface might only exist in dimers and cannot form
fibrils, it protects VL from fibril formation. This also explain why κ chains are low in AL
patients. However, the 11-1F4 antibody cannot recognize native folded soluble antibody
light chain. If this interface is in the fibril and 11-1F4 recognizes the exposed motif, the
11-1F4 should also recognize the native VL, as the protomers in this interface are shared.
11-1F4 can also target Aβ. Combined, this evidence suggests that 11-1F4 targets an amyloid
misfolded motif which is also in the AL fibrils.

4. Conclusion
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In conclusion, we conducted extensive molecular dynamics simulations and conformation
energy analysis of more than 30 sequences related to systemic light chain amyloidosis. We
found that N-terminus loop flipping may reshape the immunoglobulin light chains dimer
interface and lead to amyloid formation. Our study revealed that amyloid formation is easier
for the λ light chain. Firstly, the energy gap between misfolded protomer and native
protomer is lower in λ than in κ light chain. Secondly, κ light chains are dominantly
stabilized by a non-amyloidogenic interface and this interface inhibits the κ light chain from
forming other amyloidogenic interactions. Thus, the energy gap between amyloidogenic and
non-amyloidogenic interfaces is larger in κ light chains while becoming small or
disappearing in Vλ sequences. The stable loop-flipped interface can provide the structural
basis for AL fibril formation and drug design to inhibit its formation.

5. Materials and Methods
5.1. Structural and sequence analysis of interfaces
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Four representative dimer interfaces from crystal structures, the canonical dimer (pdb:1bre),
the domain-swapped dimer (pdb:4unt), two non-canonical dimer (pdb:1bre and 4aix), and
two new dimer interfaces with partially misfolded protomer(s), loop-flipp1 and loop-flipp2,
were selected for modeling (definition of the three interface types are given in the
Introduction). Missing residues in the corresponding pdb files were modeled by templatebased homology modeling using SWISS-MODEL Server[58]. The amino acid sequence of
1bre, 4aix, and 4unt was mapped onto other five interfaces and similarly modeled. The wild
type protomer, partially misfolded protomer, and the domain-swapped protomer were
extracted from the corresponding dimer interfaces. We selected 11 sequences of κ VL and 12
sequences of λ VL from the sequence list from Poshusta et al[19]. The selected sequences
were in the same length or with two deletions compared with the sequences of the six
interfaces. The sequence alignments were performed using blastx and blastp from
NCBI[59].
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5.2. Molecular simulation protocol
In the simulations, the N- and C-termini of the VL protomers were charged as NH3+ and
COO− groups, respectively. The conserved intra-domain disulfide bonds were constructed.
The systems were then solvated by TIP3P water molecules, and sodium and chlorides were
added to neutralize the system and to achieve a total concentration of ~150 mM. The
resulting solvated systems were energy minimized for 5000 conjugate gradient steps, with
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the protein fixed and water molecules and counterions were allowed to move, followed by
additional 5000 conjugate gradient steps, where all atoms were allowed to move. In the
equilibration stage, each system was gradually relaxed by performing a series of dynamic
cycles, in which the harmonic restraints on the proteins were gradually removed to optimize
the protein-water interactions. In the production stage, all simulations were performed using
the NPT ensemble at 310 K. All MD simulations were performed using the NAMD software
[60] with CHARMM36 force field [61]. MD trajectories were saved by every 2 ps for
analysis. A summary of all simulation systems is listed in Table S4.
5.3. Energy evaluation of the systems
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To evaluate the energy of the dimers and protomers, the trajectory of each system was
extracted from the last 80 ns of explicit solvent MD to remove water molecules and ions. For
the dimers/protomers with the 23 selected sequences, side chains of the corresponding
mutated residues were changed directly based on the sequence alignments. The solvation
energies of all systems were calculated using the generalized Born method with molecular
volume (GBMV) [62] after 500 steps of energy minimization to relax the local geometries
caused by the thermal fluctuations which occurred in the MD simulations. In the GBMV
calculation, the dielectric constant of water is set to 80 and no distance cutoff is used. The
GBMV energy of all the systems simulated in the work is summarized in Table S3–S4.

Supplementary Material
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Highlights
1.

λ is highly overrepresented in AL amyloid formation.

2.

Simulation identified a stable interface with displaced N-terminal.

3.

Energy and conformations of 23 AL patients’ light chain structure were
simulated.

4.

κ AL protomers have higher unfolding energies and are stabilized by native
dimer interface.
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Dimeric interfaces between AL protomers suggest diverse VL interfaces. a. The four
representative dimer interfaces from crystal structures. b. the proline isomerization is
potentially leading to VL protomer partially misfolding. c. Two stable dimers formed by one
normally folded protomer and one partially misfolded protomer. The interfacial residues are
represented by ball and sticks in grey.
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Cluster analysis of the dimer interfaces reveals stable interfaces between VL protomers.
Structures with backbone RMSD <5 Å are considered as one cluster. The two protomers are
colored by red and blue respectively. The population percentage of the most populated
clusters listed. Each row indicated the different dimer interface and each column are from
different light chain sequences.
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The canonical dimer interface is essential for AL fibril formation. a. Superimposition of the
two fibril structures (1bre and 4unt) with multiple dimer interface. The 1bre complex is
colored in brown and 4unt complex is colored in cyan. b. The fibril structure of AL with the
partially misfolded protomer and native protomer.
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Sequence alignment of (a) κ and λ sequences. a. Sequence alignment of the 23 AL patients’
sequences simulated in this work. The arrows indicated the major different residues between
κ and λ. The black arrows are the two prolines from κ sequences that maintain the βstructure. b. The major different residues between κ and λ sequences are mapped onto the κ
(1BRE) and λ (4UNU) monomer structures.
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Relative energies of the six dimer interfaces with diverse sequences. (a) κ and (b) λ show
preference of a non-amyloidogenic interface from κ sequences. The relative energy is
calculated by the equation of ER= E/Emin where ER is the relative energy, E is the energy of
specific sequence on specific interfaces, and Emin is the minimal energy of certain sequence
on six different dimer interfaces. The left panel is the 3D bar figure and the right panel is the
heatmap figure.
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Energy gap between misfolded and native protomers for (a) κ and (b) λ sequences suggest
that the partially misfolded protomer can easily become a loop-flipped dimer. The Energy
gap is calculated by the equation of EG= E- Enative where EG is the Energy Gap, E is the
energy of specific sequence on specific protomer and Enative is the energy of certain
sequence on the native protomer.
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Loopflip-2

Loopflip-1

Domain-swap

4unu

1bre-2

4AIX

11368.7±175.7
11790.7±189
11716.9±196.1

4AIX

4UNU

12184.3±379.5

4UNU

1BRE

11482.6±181.4

4AIX

11916.8±276.3

4UNT
11792.9±206.4

11867.3±162.1

1BRE

12474.8±183.5

4AIX

10850.5±180.7

4UNU

1BRE

11164.1±138.3

4AIX

11303±247.7

4UNU
11392.5±183.7

11237.2±195.2

4AIX

1BRE

10749.9±161.4

1BRE

11700±202.8

10325±150.3

1BRE

1bre-1

4UNU

10880.7±189.8

Sequence

Interface

SASATOTAL (Å2)

942.2±166.5

1100.3±65.8

1405.1±75.6

732.4±209.2

912.5±122.2

1206.3±116.5

4174±72.2

4349.1±92.5

4732.9±113.7

1614.7±91.7

938.8±77.2

1278.8±72.8

1675.2±126.7

1409.9±124.4

1539.8±56.9

786.9±109.2

1717.8±107.8

1759.8±97.1

ΔSASA(Å2)

2.8±2.2

7.6±1.3

13.9±2.6

4.5±3.5

8.9±1.7

10.7±2.6

49±2.8

40.7±2.2

38.9±2.2

4.7±2

5.1±1.7

15.1±2.1

5.5±2.2

7.9±1.7

20±1.9

3±1.1

5.6±1.5

4.2±1.3

H-bond

6.1±2

5.3±0.7

6.5±0.6

1±1.2

2.3±1.1

7.6±0.6

41.5±1.7

54.9±1.9

39.5±2

8.2±1.3

0.6±0.5

7.4±0.7

7±1.8

3.4±1.4

7.8±0.4

5.1±1.5

14.2±2.5

16.4±1.9

Hphob

0±0

0±0

2.6±1

1.1±1.6

2.6±1.3

0.8±0.7

3.1±0.9

2.7±0.5

0±0.2

0±0

0.2±0.5

0.6±0.5

0±0.2

0±0

2±0.1

0.4±0.5

0±0

0±0.1

Charged

and salt bridges (Charged) between the two protomers of the dimers in as calculated using last 50 ns of the trajectories.

Average total solvent-accessible surface area (SASATOTAL), interface area (ΔSASA), number of hydrogen bond (H-bond), hydrophobic contacts (Hphob),
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Essential residues different between κ and λ chains
κ

λ

Author Manuscript

1Res#

sequence

2Res#

sequence

7–8

ProSer

7–8

ProPro

15

Val

14

Pro/Leu/Ser

17

Asp

16

Gln

25

Ala

24

Gly

55

Glu/Gln/Lys

57

Pro/Ala

66

Gly/Gln

68

Lys/Asn

71

Phe/Tyr

73

Ala

80

Pro/Leu

82

Ala/Thr

83

Phe/Ile

85

Glu

85

Thr

87

Asp

95

Pro/Leu

97

Asp/Asn/Gly/Leu/Thr/Ser

1

residue number from 1BRE;

2

residue number from 4UNT
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